


Five Elements of a Training Activity

1.  Organized: Is the activity organized in the right way?

2.  Game-like: Is the activity game-like?

3.  Repetition: Is there repetition, when looking at the overall goal of the 
session?

4.  Challenging: Are the players being challenged? (Is there the right 
balance between being successful and unsuccessful?)

5.  Coaching: Is there effective coaching, based on the age and level of 
the players? 

Training Session Self-Reflection Questions 

1. How did you do in achieving the goals of the training session?

2. What did you do well?

3. What could you do better?
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	session title: TITLE: PLAY/PRACTICE/PLAY TRAINING SESSION
	session goal: GOAL: Improve preventing the opponent from building in their own half
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	exercise2 text values: OBJECTIVE: To win the ball in the opponent’s half by pressuring as a team.ORGANIZATION: Mark out a 50 x 55-yard field. Divide players into two teams of eight. Both teams line up in 1–3–1–3 formations as shown. Free play: Red builds the attack and Blue defends. Play continues until a goal is scored. Afterward, players return to their starting positions, and Red’s goalkeeper starts a new attack. Play for 30 minutes with two breaks.KEY WORDS: Stay compact, move with the ball, pressure, cover, balance, attack the ballGUIDED QUESTIONS: 1) How often did you win the ball in the opponent’s half? What do you need to do to win the ball more often? 2) What are your signals to start pressing?ANSWERS: 1) Don’t be afraid to defend high up the field; get compact and stay compact; wait for signals to start pressing and work together to put pressure on opponents. 2) Square passes, passes that go behind their receivers, passes to outside defenders, forward passes into our formation.
	exercise3 text values: OBJECTIVE: To win the ball in the opponent’s half by pressuring as a team.ORGANIZATION: Same as Core Activity, except Blue only defends two goal lines.KEY WORDS: Stay compact, move with the ball, pressure, cover, balance, attack the ballGUIDED QUESTIONS: 1) How often did you win the ball in the opponent’s half? What do you need to do to win the ball more often? 2) What are your signals to start pressing?ANSWERS: 1) Don’t be afraid to defend high up the field; get compact and stay compact; wait for signals to start pressing and work together to put pressure on opponents. 2) Square passes, passes that go behind their receivers, passes to outside defenders, forward passes into our formation.NOTES: Start with the Core Activity and decide whether the level of challenge is appropriate for the players. Switch to this Less Challenging activity if the Core Activity is too difficult. Spend a total of 30 minutes in the Practice Phase. 
	exercise4 text values: OBJECTIVE: To win the ball in the opponent’s half by pressuring as a team.ORGANIZATION: Same as Core Activity, except Red attacks 9 v 7 on three goal lines.KEY WORDS: Stay compact, move with the ball, pressure, cover, balance, attack the ballGUIDED QUESTIONS: 1) How often did you win the ball in the opponent’s half? What do you need to do to win the ball more often? 2) What are your signals to start pressing?ANSWERS: 1) Don’t be afraid to defend high up the field; get compact and stay compact; wait for signals to start pressing and work together to put pressure on opponents. 2) Square passes, passes that go behind their receivers, passes to outside defenders, forward passes into our formation.NOTES: Start with the Core Activity and decide whether the level of challenge is appropriate for the players. Switch to this More Challenging Activity if the Core Activity is too easy. Spend a total of 30 minutes in the Practice Phase. 
	exercise5 text values: OBJECTIVE: To disrupt the buildup in the opponent’s half, win the ball and score.ORGANIZATION: Mark out a 60 x 55-yard field. Divide players into two teams of eight. Each plays a 1–3–1–3 and tries to disrupt the other’s buildup as quickly as possible. Play according to the Laws of the Game and the standards of play found in the U.S. Soccer Player Development Initiatives. Play for 30 minutes including one “halftime” (5 minutes max). KEY WORDS: Get compact, stay compact, pressure, cover, balance, attack the ballGUIDED QUESTIONS: 1) Why is it good to win the ball in the opponent’s half? 2) How often did you win the ball in the opponent’s half? What do you need to do to win the ball more often? 3) What are your signals to start pressing?ANSWERS: 1) You’re close to their goal. 2) Don’t be afraid to defend high up the field; get compact and stay compact; wait for signals to start pressing and work together to put pressure on opponents. 3) Square passes, passes that go behind their receivers, passes to outside defenders, forward passes into our formation.


